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T he classes of pulsed neutron measurements which are discussed 
here are those which involve moderators and in which the neut ron 
energy is in essentially the thermal range. I n general there is a finit e 
block of moderat ing material which is bombarded at t ime zero by a 
burst of neutrons from a fairly small source. These neutrons initiall y 
have a wide energy spread in the Mev region and subsequent ly 
become thermal ized in the moderat ing target. We consider such 
exper iments which appropr iately utilize the high intensity of the 
RPI linear accelerator and which may be treated on the t ime scale 
of from several microseconds up to mil l iseconds. 

The re are several articles covering this field, especially that by 
Beckur ts .1 Fur ther discussion is appropr iate here to outl ine some 
exper iments which have not yet been done and yet are rather directly 
suggested by the combinat ion of current work in reactor physics and 
current pulsed techniques. T he statement that the exper iments have 
not yet been at tempted is possibly an overstatement in this fast 
moving field. 

T he first general type of exper iment is typically called a die-away 
exper iment and goes back, I believe, to von Darde l .2 Using the 
elementary diffusion equat ion and taking an exponential t ime 
dependence one immediately gets the t ime constant of the system 
as an eigenvalue, 

λ = 2 > + Dv Β2 ( 1 ) 

where Σ&ν and Dv are the average of the absorpt ion cross section 
and diffusion coefficient t imes the speed and B2 is the square of the 
Four ier t ransform of the space variable. For a finit e cube of side h 
i t is given by 

B2 = (m2 + m 2 + m2) (π/h)2 (2) 

where mly tn2, m3 are integers. Th is eigenvalue is supposed to pertain 
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to large assemblies when all t ransients have died out and only the 
asymptotical ly decaying mode is left. I t should be pointed out that 
the large pulse of the RPI L inac allows one to wait longer after the 
initial pulse, to be more sure of the asymptot ic state, and still have 
enough neutrons left to count even in absorbing assemblies. 

One of the first generalizations of formula (1) beyond the work 
of von Dardel and the later work of Ne lk in3 is that of Bailly du Bois 
et alS 

\ = λ,<°> + Σ~ν + α,Β2 + οβ* + ... (3) 

where λί( 0) is the eigenvalue of the pure scattering prob lem and 
is zero for i — 0. T he and bi are constants. T he te rm b0 which 
had been observed and explained by von Dardel was put on a fir m 
theoretical basis by Nelk in and is essentially the diffusion cooling 
constant. A similar formula has been developed by Puroh i t .5 Th is 
formula is usually applied by measur ing the asymptot ic decay period 
against JS2. T he ^- intercept gives L2 and the j - i n t e r c e pt gives Σαυ. 
For sufficiently large B2, a fi t to the data yields the coefficient 
of i?4, that is, the diffusion cooling parameter. T he diffusion cooling 
constant is essentially the second moment of the scattering kernel. 
I t is also approximately related to the first eigenvalue of the scatter ing 
kernel, that is, λ/0* . I t is an integral quant i ty and not an extremely 
sensitive measure of the validity of a scattering kernel. 

I n order to interpret such exper iments, we are wri t ing a code to 
extract from the data of die-away exper iments the exponential 
periods involved. T he code matches the data to a function of the 
form 

Χ^· exp(-^i)» 
i 

but the purpose of the code is not pr imari ly to, fi t the data wi th 
a function of this form but rather to use as much of the data as pos-
sible to determine a set of exponential periods. 

I t is possible in die-away exper iments to work at both very long 
t imes after the pulse as already ment ioned and at very short t imes 
i n order to pick up a flux component in the higher modes, that is, 
λ1( 0) and possibly λ2( 0) or higher. The re is also the probabi l i ty of 
being able to identify modes other than the fundamental buckl ing 
mode. I n order to interpret such data the following procedure is 
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suggested. Plot all the exponential periods found in any assembly 
against the fundamental buckl ing of the assembly (see the points on 
Fig. 1 ) . Gu ided by physical considerat ions and in part icular by for-
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FIG. 1. 

mula (3) it should be possible to connect these points reliably. T he 

jy-intercepts are Σαν + λί( 0 ). I n addit ion, by identifying higher 
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buckling modes in this manner one may be able to extend the lowest 
curve, that is, the usual plot, to larger bucklings and thus identify 
the coefficient of the B6 term. Figure 1 shows such a plot based 

upon the graphite parameters as 
determined experimental ly by 
Beckur ts ,1 ,6 and extrapolat ing 
them using the formulae of Bailly 
du Bois et al.4 

T he next class of exper iments 
to be taken up comes under the 
general heading of spectrum 
measurements. I n the first group 
of experiments neutron counts 
are integrated over all energies as 
a function of t ime. In the second 
group one considers neutrons as 
a function of energy integrated 

F I G . 2. over t ime. These rather funda-
mental measurements using ex-

ternal pulsing were started by Poole.7 Th is type of measurement has 
been refined and extended. Beyster et al.8 have used the method even 
in assemblies having rather long intrinsic decay periods and Beckurts6 

has measured asymptot ic rather than integrated spectra. Beyster et 
al.9 have also measured the spatial dependence of spectra which 
shows up significant effects due to the gradient of the flux. In this 
regard, the work in the Naval Reactor Program on the problem of 
water gap peaking should be emphasized. 

I n a part icular approach due to Ca lame10 the energy spect rum of 
the scalar flux in an infinit e homogeneous med ium is taken as the 
zero-order approximat ion and the rest of the real problem in a 
finite med ium is solved by per turbat ion theory which results in a 
different spect rum for the current. By bui lding a box filled with water 
and separated into two parts by thin membrane, one should be able, 
by poisoning the water on one side of the membrane with a soluble 
boron compound, to mock up a series of experiments to test these 
theories of posit ion dependent energy. I n part icular, one should meas-
ure the energy spect rum at a few fixed angles near the interface. F rom 
such measurements we should be able to obtain the energy dependent 
directional flux, 

F(E, θ) = \Φ{Ε) + f J(E) cos Θ. (4) 

z, z2 z3 
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Besides serving as a valuable direct check on the practical prob lem 
of the calculation of water gap peaking, this should lead to a further 
unders tand ing of gradient corrections to spect rum measurements. 

T he th i rd group of exper iments involves neither an integrat ion 
over energy nor over t ime but rather measures the flux as a function 
of energy and t ime. I n addit ion to the t ime zero furnished by the 
neut ron pulse, another t ime point is needed in order to know when 
the neutrons leave the assembly. Th is could be provided by a 
mechanical chopper in many cases. 

T he simplest exper iment of this type is to measure the spect rum 
as a function of energy at a t ime long after the initial pulse when 
only one mode is present and it is decaying wi th a single exponential 
period. Th is has been reported by Beckurts. I n a sufficiently large 
med ium, that is, one where leakage effects are small compared to 
scattering, one could also measure the spect rum at shorter intervals 
after the initial burst and one would find an admixture of faster 
decaying energy modes. T he measurement and interpretat ion of this 
prob lem in terms of energy modes should be significant. Not only 
can the results be used as a fairly sensitive basis of comparison with 
the predict ions of a scattering kernel, but the first or first of the 
few higher energy modes beyond the Maxwel l ian are those which 
usually contr ibute most strongly to the departures from Maxwell ian 
behavior of the steady state; that is, these first few higher modes 
contain most of the new information about the thermal spect rum. 

Cont inu ing wi th this same general class of measurements, one can, 
by a suitable analysis extract from the t ime-dependent energy 
spect rum the elements of the scatter ing matr ix. I n an infinit e med ium 
wit h a spatially constant isotropic source one can write the neut ron 
t ransport equat ion as 

where ΣΤ is the macroscopic total cross section and Σ8(Ε', Ε) is the 
macroscopic cross section for scattering from energy Ε' to energy E. 
I f one considers Φ(Ε) as a co lumn matr ix, one can write 

1 ΒΦ 
(5) 

ν dt 

Φ»ΔΙΕ) 

Φ^ΛΙΕ) 

[Ι + At (d/dt)]0t(E), 

[I + AtK]0t(E), 

M0t(E) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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where one uses Eq. (5) in going from (6) to (7); in this case the 
scattering integral operator is represented by a matr ix, namely, 
the energy transfer matr ix, K. Equat ion (8) simply defines the matr ix 
M from Eq. (7), and is thus a matr ix which is l inear in the elements 
of the energy transfer matr ix which relates the energy dependent 
flux at one t ime to the energy dependent flux at a slightly later t ime. 
T h us by measur ing Φ^Ε) at a sufficient number of points in t ime, 
Eq. (8) furnishes a set of l inear equat ions which may be solved for 
the elements of the energy transfer matr ix. 

One can go even a step further than this and consider what 
happens in a finite med ium. Let us write down the t ransport equa-
t ion for this prob lem in te rms of the usual spherical harmonic 
approximat ion for one space dimension: 

\ ~df " ~ Ite" ~ Σ τ Ρ° + 1Σ·^Ε'· Ε Ά {' · E">dE' 

τ^τ = - τ ^ - Ί ^ - Σ ^ + /*•<*··***" ̂  » 

Ι ^ = - τ ΐ - - τ ^ - ^ + Ε ™ * · *>"• 

I n these equat ions, the and Esj are the coefficients of the j th -o rder 
Legendre functions in angular expansions of the directional flux and 
scatter ing cross section, respectively. 

These equations could be applied directly to experimental setups 
approximat ing "infinit e s lab" geometry or the theory can be wri t ten 
down for a more elaborate geometry. T he equat ions consider the 
homogeneous prob lem in the same manner as Eq. (5) except that 
leakage terms necessitate the appearance of the higher order terms 
in the directional flux and scattering cross section. T he first of the set 
of Eqs. (9) can be applied directly to interpret an exper iment when 
observations are made at a point where there is no spatial gradient in 
the flux. T he analysis to obtain information about the energy 
exchange kernel then proceeds as in the application of Eq. (8). 

We next consider observations taken at a point where the flux 
has a small gradient, or more precisely, where there is a P0 and a 
small Px component of the flux and where the P2 and higher moments 
are negligibly small. Referring to Fig. 2, at a point 1 the flux is 
expected to be essentially isotropic, and the spect rum is measured 
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as a function of t ime. A t point 2, there is a P0 component and a 
small P± component, other components being negligibly small. A t 
point 2, the t ime dependent flux could be measured at two angles 
which directly imply the t ime dependent values of F0 (z2, E, t) 
and Fx (z2, E, t). Th is can then be combined with the measurement 
of F0 (zly Ey t) which thus determines all the quanti t ies except 
the cross sections in the first two equat ions of the set of Eq. (9); 
that is, the first two equat ions with F2 neglected, which is just 
the energy -and t ime-dependent f u l lP1 approximat ion. Equat ion (8) 
can now be set up to cover this case where <Pt becomes a co lumn 
matr ix wi th its upper and lower halves referring, respectively, to 
the P0 and P1 components of the directional flux. T he spatial 
derivative te rms which now appear in M on the r ight -hand side of 
Eq. (8) can be directly inferred from the measurements of the flux 
at the two spatial points ζλ and z2. T he unknown elements of M, 
besides the "total cross section on the diagonal, are just the energy 
exchange and the Px components of the scatter ing matr ix. As pre-
viously, by making measurements at a sufficient number of t ime 
points and insert ing these into Eq. (8), one now can solve for the 
P0 and P1 components of the scattering matr ix. 

By going to a point such as z3 on Fig. 2, where there is a measurable 
P2 component but higher directional components of the flux are 
negligible, and making measurements at 3 angles and combin ing 
this wi th a measurement at z2 at 2 angles, one can extend the above 
argument to solve for the P0, Px> and P2 components of the scatter ing 
matr ix. I n the same fashion, the arguments can be extended to any 
number of Pj components. 

T he exper iments measur ing the energy- and t ime-dependent 
flux at one or more points and directions involve a lot of data and 
may seem complex. However, the method measures simultaneously 
the scattering cross section from one set of energies to another set 
of energies. Th is is to be contrasted wi th more common methods, 
using a well-defined beam, which measure a cross section from 
only one energy to a set of final energies. I n addit ion, the scheme 
proposed here appears to emphasize accuracy in about the same 
fashion as desired for reactor work; that is, the more difficul t measure-
ments of the higher angular components of the scattering matr ix, 
which would not be accurately determined as the isotropic energy 
exchange components, are just the ones which are not needed as 
accurately for reactor work. 
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